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JSPT is a Private Members Travel Club for those who recognise the need for a
dedicated, professional touch in the arrangements of their luxury travel. Membership
is complimentary and by invitation, recommendation or on request only. JSPT was
founded by Jeremy Sutton – the founder of the award winning Quintessentially Travel
Group. Jeremy brings to JSPT his many years of experience within the luxury travel
market and accepts only the highest standards in his pursuit of excellence for his clients.
Offering bespoke luxury holidays with impartial advice, JSPT designs luxury holidays
without compromise.
After spending the last 20 years working in luxury travel, JSPT know who the connoisseurs
of travel are throughout the world. By only work with the best suppliers JSPT guarantee
that members receive the best quality of products and service. With every detail taken
care of, the in-house team of travel experts – who are widely travelled themselves – can
organise private jets or yachts through JSPT’s network of trusted suppliers, ensuring
those members who wish to, can enjoy the ultimate in luxury travel. JSPT can also create
bespoke experiential travel experiences such as an immersive experience in the Stables of
Versailles to playing a game of football at Camp Nou. This enables members to experience
travel as it should be – in luxury, hassle-free and tailored to specific requirements.

Proud of its philosophy to go ‘beyond the expected’,
The Alpina Gstaad offers one of Gstaad’s finest
choices of accommodation. As the latest luxury
hotel to open in the quaint yet immensely wealthy
town, this five-star superior mountain hideaway
is the epitome of Alpine chic, and boasts a prime
location atop the hill of Oberbort, making for
enviable panoramic views of the surrounding Alps.
The 56 rooms and suites inside display an extensive
attention to detail, combining cosy Alpine style with
modern sophistication – reflecting artisanal heritage
in the wood-carved ceilings, period furniture and
hand-built natural fireplaces gracing the living spaces.
After an exciting day of skiing, sledding, snowshoe
walking or participating in one of the many other
winter sport activities, find comfort in the Alpina
Lounge & Bar or the elegant Cigar Lounge, where you
can enjoy views of the mountains in comfort with a
wide selection of drinks.

J.K. Place Capri
Capri, Italy
www.jkcapri.com

Discreet charm and home-like ease, this is the philosophy behind
the creation of the J.K. Place Capri. The hotel’s interiors echo the
style and the concept of a luxurious residence, enhanced by the light
and colour of the sea. Spacious rooms where the artful revival of the
classical style is accented by the sunny curtains and the luminous
white floors, highlighting the spectacular views of the Capri coastlines
through the windows and balconies. Additional stylish touches:
precious marbles of the bathrooms, and the elegant black-andwhite carpets, conceived like frames marking out the various areas
of the bedrooms. The sumptuousness of subtle elegance and taste
makes the J.K. Place Capri a place where comfort and wellbeing are
combined with an exceptional location, overlooking the sea along
the luxuriant coastline that has long been a sought-after destination.

www.jspt.co.uk
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